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ABSTRACT: STUDY ONE  
 
Objective. To evaluate the methodological quality of studies examining psychometric 
properties of work outcome assessments for people with arthritis to guide instrument 
selection use based on quality of literature.  
Methods. A systematic review was conducted through a structured search to identify 
articles describing studies of assessment development and studies of their psychometric 
properties. The COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of health Measurement 
INstruments (COSMIN) checklist was used to appraise the included studies. Finally, an 
evidence synthesis was performed to combine findings. 
Results. Nine arthritis specific work outcome assessments were identified; 17 articles 
examining the psychometric properties of these instruments were identified and 
reviewed. Quality of studies reporting psychometrics of each instrument was highly 
variable. The evidence synthesis showed that the Work Limitations Questionnaire had the 
strongest quality evidence of internal consistency and content validity (including 
structural validity and hypothesis testing), followed by the Work Instability Scale. None 
of the instruments had strong quality evidence of criterion validity or responsiveness.   
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Conclusion. Considering the high variability and the low quality of the literature, we 
recommend that instrument developers integrate studying full psychometric assessment 
of their instruments, including responsiveness and criterion validity, and consult 
guidelines (i.e. COSMIN) in reporting their findings. 
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  ABSTARCT: STUDY TWO 
Background. The World Health Organization – Health and Work Performance 
Questionnaire (HPQ) was developed to ascertain absence from work and reduced work 
performance in the workplace due to health problems. The purpose of this study is to 
evaluate the construct validity and scoring methods of the work performance subscale of 
the HPQ for people with arthritis.  
Methods. Cross-sectional data from a randomized clinical trial on preventing work 
limitations was used. Construct validity of work performance was examined through 
hypothesis testing using convergence and divergence based on established risk factors 
from the literature. Pearson’s correlations were used for continuous data, and Spearman’s 
Ranked correlations for categorical data were used to test the hypotheses. Both scoring 
methods of the HPQ (absolute and relative) were evaluated.  
Results. Data from 287 participants showed that the sample had moderate levels of 
limitations in work performance. The HPQ showed acceptable construct validity through 
convergence and divergence. The absolute scoring method had more significant and 
stronger associations than the relative scoring method.  
Conclusion. This study was the first exploring the construct validity of the HPQ for 
people with arthritis, and since construct validity is a continuing process, more research is 
needed to further assess the ability of the HPQ to measure work performance. One 
scoring method (i.e. absolute) was more informative that the other. More research is 
needed to explore other psychometric properties of the HPQ such as responsiveness and 
test-retest reliability.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Work is a significant part of the person’s life. For people with arthritis, this area 
of participation may be greatly impacted by cardinal symptoms commonly experienced 
such as pain and stiffness. Arthritis is a broad term that refers to over one hundred 
different types of conditions. Characteristic signs of arthritis are joint pain, muscle or soft 
tissue inflammation, pain, and activity limitations. About 52 million adults in the United 
States self-report arthritis (about 22% of the adult population), and this proportion could 
increase by 2030 to about 25% (1). The most common type of arthritis is osteoarthritis, 
which affects approximately 27 million adults in the United States (2). Other types of 
arthritis are less prevalent like rheumatoid arthritis (~1.5 million people) (3), 
fibromyalgia (~5 million people) (4), and gout (~3 million people) (5).  
Although arthritis is linked to aging, more than half of the adults with arthritis are 
diagnosed before the age of 65 years, which is the age range where people seek and 
desire employment growth (6). More than 8 million people reported some work limitation 
at least in part due to their musculoskeletal condition (7). Additionally, around 23-45% of 
people with arthritis and rheumatological conditions will become unemployed within 10 
years after diagnosis; this includes people with rheumatoid arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, 
and systemic lupus erythamatosus (9).   
Since arthritis has a great impact on the lives of individuals and societies, 
especially at work, a large body of research has addressed this issue using various study 
designs from observational to intervention studies. However, there is little consensus on 
how work as an outcome is defined and measured. Many intervention studies have used 
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different definitions and endpoints for measuring work, which makes it very difficult to 
compare across studies (10–12). Additionally, Zhang et al. conducted a study to estimate 
the losses of work in monetary values using four different instruments and found that all 
four yielded very different results (13). Therefore, a comprehensive and critical 
examination of work outcomes literature is needed.  
The first element of the literature that should be considered is the limited 
availability of theories and frameworks to address work as a construct. However, 
Alheresh and Keysor proposed a new framework informed by the International 
Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF), the Work Activity and 
Participation Outcome Framework (Work APO) that could unify the terminology and 
conceptual foundations of work (14).  The Work APO framework addresses how health 
conditions (i.e. arthritis) have an impact on the individual rather than a societal impact or 
cost indicator. The term “work functioning” is used as an umbrella term including work 
participation (involvement in work roles or the lived experience of work) and work 
activity (ability to perform work tasks required of the job). On the other hand, the term 
“work disability” is also used as an umbrella term including work participation 
restriction (difficulties in engaging in work related roles) and work activity limitation 
(difficulties in performing work related tasks) (14). The work functioning definition, as 
explained by the Work APO, will be used throughout this dissertation.  
The second element that needed exploration was the quality of the literature 
regarding psychometric properties of work functioning assessments. A number of 
reviews of work functioning instruments have been published in the past reporting their 
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content and psychometric properties (15-17). These reviews however, did not have a 
systematic method of searching the literature and did not have a clear approach with 
predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria. Moreover, the quality of the literature 
evaluating the psychometrics of the assessments is not addressed in any of the reviews. 
Third, additional work functioning instruments have become available since the 
publication of these reviews but have not been evaluated in context with these more 
established tools (18,19). A systematic review using a rigorous methodology to identify 
and critically appraise the quality of the research on psychometrics of work functioning 
instruments, including ones that have not been evaluated before, is needed. To achieve 
this, we conducted the first study described in this dissertation, which is a systematic 
review of the methodological qualities of work functioning assessments among people 
with arthritis using the COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of health 
Measurement Instruments (COSMIN) method.  
The COSMIN approach is a novel method that aims to improve the selection of 
health measurement questionnaires. A critical appraisal tool named “the COSMIN 
checklist” was developed in an international Delphi study as a multidisciplinary 
collaboration with relevant experienced professionals. Since there can be a variety of 
content and quality of studies related to instruments, the COSMIN checklist can be used 
as a guide for reporting on measurement properties and it can assist researchers to make 
informed decisions in selecting the right instrument.  
In addition to exploring the quality of the literature examining the psychometric 
properties of work functioning instruments, an investigation of instruments that could 
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potentially be used in arthritis populations could be especially beneficial since there is no 
gold standard. An instrument that has promise for use among people with arthritis is the 
World Health Organization- Health and Work Performance Questionnaire (HPQ). The 
validity of this instrument was established through comparing the scores of this self-
reported questionnaire with independent employer records of job performance including 
work audits, supervisor ratings and peer ratings. This aspect of the instrument was tested 
among railroad engineers, automobile company executives, airline reservation agents and 
customer services representatives who do not have any health complaints. The HPQ 
significantly predicted supervisor ratings of high and low performers in the workplace. 
Moreover, the estimated test- retest reliability of the HPQ is 0.89 indicating some 
promise in this questionnaire’s ability to measure work functioning for people with 
arthritis (20,21). However, the validity has not been tested among people with arthritis 
and other rheumatological conditions. Therefore, the second study of this dissertation 
tested the construct validity of the HPQ among people with arthritis and rheumatological 
conditions in addition to exploring different scoring methods of the HPQ.  
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STUDY ONE 
Critical appraisal of the literature evaluating psychometric properties of arthritis 
work outcome assessments: A COSMIN approach 
Abstract 
Objective. To evaluate the methodological quality of studies examining psychometric 
properties of work outcome assessments for people with arthritis to guide instrument 
selection and use based on quality of literature.  
Methods. A systematic review was conducted through a structured search to identify 
articles describing studies of assessment development and studies of their psychometric 
properties. The COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of health Measurement 
INstruments (COSMIN) checklist was used to appraise the included studies. Finally, an 
evidence synthesis was performed to combine findings. 
Results. Nine arthritis specific work outcome assessments were identified; 17 articles 
examining the psychometric properties of these instruments were identified and 
reviewed. Quality of studies reporting psychometrics of each instrument was highly 
variable. The evidence synthesis showed that the Work Limitations Questionnaire had the 
strongest quality evidence of internal consistency and content validity (including 
structural validity and hypothesis testing), followed by the Work Instability Scale. None 
of the instruments had strong quality evidence of criterion validity or responsiveness.   
Conclusion. Considering the high variability and the low quality of the literature, we 
recommend that instrument developers integrate studying full psychometric assessment 
of their instruments, including responsiveness and criterion validity, and consult 
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guidelines (i.e. COSMIN) in reporting their findings.   
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Arthritis and rheumatological conditions can have a profound impact on 
employment (22-25), with estimates showing approximately a third of people with 
arthritis and rheumatological conditions unemployed within 10 years of being diagnosed 
(5,6), and of those who are still employed worker productivity is lower compared to those 
who do not have arthritis (28).  
Work outcomes can be generally assessed in three domains: i) performance of 
specific activities and tasks in a job, ii) engagement in the work or employment role (e.g., 
participation in the context of the work role), and iii) economical costs of absenteeism 
and presenteeism (8,9). The first two domains of work outcomes are frequently assessed 
by self-report, with numerous assessment tools available. For the purpose of this paper, 
we use the term “work functioning” as an umbrella term reflecting measures of 
performance of specific work related tasks as well as participation in the work role.  
A number of articles summarize work functioning assessments for people with 
arthritis. Escorpizo et al. identified instruments for measuring work functioning that 
could potentially be relevant for people with arthritis and rheumatological conditions 
(10);  however, not all of the assessments were developed or validated among people 
with arthritis or musculoskeletal conditions. Moreover, this review did not consider the 
quality of the studies examining the psychometrics of these measures (16). Similarly, 
another review by Tang et al recommended instruments based on evidence of the 
availability of psychometric evidence specific to the arthritis population, again, without 
assessing the quality of the studies examining the psychometrics of the instruments (9).  
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While these reviews provide helpful insight for choosing assessments to ascertain 
work functioning among people with arthritis, there are some limitations with these 
approaches. First, a systematic approach identifying inclusion and exclusion criteria was 
not used. Second, the quality of the literature evaluating the psychometrics of the 
assessments is not addressed in any of the reviews. Thus, the understanding of the 
psychometrics and the literature addressing the psychometric development of work 
functioning assessment tools for people with arthritis is limited. Third, additional work 
functioning instruments are available since the publication of these reviews but have not 
been evaluated in context with these more established tools (11,12).  A systematic review 
using a rigorous methodology to identify and critically appraise the quality of the 
research on psychometrics of work functioning instruments, including ones that have not 
been evaluated before, is needed. 
 The COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of health Measurement 
Instruments (COSMIN) approach is a validated method of evaluation that aims to 
improve the selection of health measurement questionnaires (29). A critical appraisal tool 
named “the COSMIN 4- point checklist” was developed in an international Delphi study 
as a multidisciplinary collaboration with relevant experienced professionals (30). Since 
there can be a variety of content and quality of studies related to instruments, the 
COSMIN checklist can be used as a guide for reporting on the quality of the literature on 
measurement properties and it can assist researchers in making informed decisions in 
selecting the right instrument. If an instrument has good psychometric properties with 
poor quality literature supporting it, the information about the psychometrics needs to be 
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addressed with caution. The COSMIN methodology could be used to evaluate the quality 
of work functioning instruments to assist in making informed decisions in instrument 
selection, whether for clinical or research purposes, especially since there in no gold 
standard.  
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to conduct a systematic review to assess 
the quality of the studies reporting any information related to psychometric properties of 
work functioning tools for people with arthritis and other rheumatological conditions.  
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Literature Search. Web of Science, PubMed, PsychInfo, CINAHL and EMBASE were 
searched to identify published arthritis work functioning instruments and related literature 
examining the psychometrics of these assessment tools. The COSMIN protocol for the 
systematic review of measurement properties was used to guide the search of the 
databases (31). The COSMIN protocol requires the designation of search terms in 4 
categories: i) construct of interest, ii) target population, iii) instrument search, and, iv) 
psychometric properties. Using the COSMIN protocol, our search strategy consisted of 
the following:  
- Construct of interest: work OR employment OR employed OR “work capacity” 
OR “work productivity” OR “work participation” OR presenteeism OR 
absenteeism. 
- Target population: Human AND adult AND arthritis OR “rheumatoid arthritis” 
OR osteoarthritis OR “ankylosing spondylitis” OR “psoriatic arthritis” OR 
scleroderma OR fibromyalgia OR “systemic lupus erythematosus”.  
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- Instrument search: all instruments are included.  
- Psychometric properties: all measurement properties are included.  
Articles located through this search strategy were evaluated with the following inclusion 
and exclusion criteria:   
1) Study included an assessment/assessments of work with items defining work 
functioning as: “An umbrella term that encompasses work activity (ability to 
perform work related tasks and activities required of job) and work participation 
(involvement of work roles)” (14). 
2) Study sample included adults with arthritis or other rheumatological conditions 
including osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, scleroderma, fibromyalgia, systemic 
lupus erythematosus, ankylosing spondylitis and psoriatic arthritis.  
3) Study examined a self-report questionnaire.  
4) Study aimed to develop a work functioning measurement instrument or evaluation 
of one or more of its measurement properties.  
5) Study was published in English and in peer-reviewed journals.  
Exclusion criteria:  
1) Study sample of non-arthritis or rheumatic diseases, unless they examined 
arthritis groups separately.  
2) Studies evaluating effectiveness of interventions where a questionnaire was used 
as the final outcome without evaluation of the measurement properties.  
3) Questionnaires administered through interview, or proxy interview.  
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Data extraction. Two reviewers (RA & MV) screened titles and abstracts independently 
for relevance and identified articles that could potentially be included in the systematic 
review. If consensus was not reached, a third reviewer checked the article for relevance. 
After consensus was reached, the included articles were retrieved and read by the two 
reviewers independently to initiate the data extraction from the articles. The reviewers 
primarily extracted data including description of study populations, number of items of 
the scale, and response options and the range of scores. 
Quality assessment of methodological qualities. The second step of data extraction 
included using the COSMIN checklist with the 4-point rating scale to evaluate the studies  
(29). The COSMIN 4-point checklist is a standardized and validated scoring system, 
developed based on a consensus Delphi method (14). The checklist consists of 9 boxes, 
one for each psychometric property of the tools to be appraised: internal consistency, 
reliability, measurement error, content validity, structural validity, hypothesis testing, 
cross-cultural validity, criterion validity and responsiveness. Each of the 9 boxes contains 
a range of items detailing the elements for critical appraisal of each psychometric 
property. All of these items are scored on a 4-point scale (poor, fair, good, excellent). A 
score for every box was then generated using the lowest score of the items (worst score of 
the items count) for each study. The two reviewers (RA & MV) independently evaluated 
the studies using the 4-point rating scale for each study. If a study examined more than 
one instrument, a separate scale was completed for each instrument.  
Best evidence synthesis. After the two reviewers assessed each measure and assigned 
ratings, they discussed the overall rating of the quality of the each instrument. A third 
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reviewer was available if consensus was not reached; however, this approach was not 
needed. Evidence from the findings was synthesized to evaluate the quality of the 
literature. The evidence synthesis was determined based on the Cochrane Back Review 
Group levels of evidence, as it was the closest to the arthritis population (16): 
- Strong: consistent findings of good methodological quality in more than one study 
or one study of excellent quality.  
- Moderate: consistent findings of fair methodological quality in more than one 
study or one study of good quality. 
- Limited evidence: one study of fair quality.  
- Unknown: one study of poor quality. 
RESULTS  
Description of included studies. The search strategy identified the following articles for 
possible inclusion: 1637 from Pubmed, 1122 from Web of Science, 653 from EMBASE, 
153 from Cinahl, and 101 from PsychINFO. Duplicates were discarded using Zotero®, 
resulting in 2,917 titles to be screened. After screening the titles and abstracts, a total of 
36 full articles were reviewed and 17 met the eligibility criteria. Figure 1 shows the 
selection procedures of the included articles. Reliability, validity and responsiveness were 
assessed for each study as defined in Table 2.  
Quality assessment of reliability and measurement error. The COSMIN scores for the 
reliability of each instrument and the evidence synthesis are shown in Table 3. Reliability 
was evaluated seven times (33-39),  internal consistency was evaluated twelve times 
(5,17,34,38-42), and measurement error was only evaluated once (39). For studies 
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evaluating reliability, three studies were of good quality, one was fair and three were 
poor. Scores of poor were given due to small sample sizes, insufficient description of the 
missing items and how they were handled in an instrument, and for failing to calculate 
the appropriate correlations (i.e. Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC), Pearson or 
Spearman).   
 Among studies evaluating internal consistency, the majority were rated either 
good or fair. Scores of poor were given if no factor analysis was performed. The WIS and 
the Work Limitations Questionnaires’ (WLQ) internal consistency were both studied four 
times, while the remaining instruments were studied once for internal consistency.  
 The standard error of measurement and the minimal detectable change of work 
functioning were reported in one study evaluating the Work Osteoarthritis or Joint 
Replacement Questionnaire (WOJRQ) (23). This quality of that study was scored ‘fair’ 
since the study did not report how missing items were handled.  
Quality assessment of validity.  The COSMIN scores for the validity of each instrument 
and the evidence synthesis are shown in Table 4. Content validity was studied 14 times  
(17,19,35,39,43,44), construct validity (including hypothesis testing, structural and cross-
cultural validity) was measured 30 times (5,17,19,35-42,45,46), and criterion validity was 
measured 3 times (34,35,38).   
 Among studies evaluating content validity, the majority were rated as fair. Fair 
scores were given as the studies exploring content validity had no theoretical foundation 
of work function, and the purpose of the instrument was not clearly described. The 
content validity of the WIS was studied four times, while the rest of the instruments were 
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studied once or twice.  
 One study evaluating structural/construct validity was rated excellent, six were 
rated good, three were fair and five were poor. Poor scores were given if 
unidimensionality testing was not conducted, if exploratory or confirmatory factor 
analysis were not performed, and if percentages of missing items were not described. 
Structural validity was studied four times for both the WIS and WLQ, while the rest of 
the instruments were studied once or twice. In the group of studies evaluating hypothesis 
testing/construct validity, eight studies were rated good, five studies were rated fair and 
only one study was rated poor as no information on the measurement properties of the 
comparator instruments was given. Hypothesis testing was studied three times for both 
the WIS and WLQ, while the rest of the instruments were studied once or twice. Cross 
cultural/construct validity was studied only once and was rated as poor as there was no 
information on how missing items were handled. Cross-cultural validity was studied for 
the WIS only.  
 Criterion validity was evaluated in only three studies, with scores ranging from 
poor to good. Poor scores were given for small sample size (less than 30 participants in 
study). Criterion validity was studied twice for the WIS and once for the WLQ.  
Quality assessment of responsiveness. Responsiveness was evaluated nine times with 
seven of the nine studies receiving a “fair” rating (17,36,39,40,45). The poor score was 
given if the authors did not include any information about measurement properties on 
comparator instruments. The responsiveness of the WIS was studied twice, while the rest 
of the instruments were studied only once.  
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Evidence synthesis. The overall quality of evidence for each measurement property per 
instrument is listed in the right columns of Tables 3, 4 and 5. In synthesizing the evidence 
of reliability studies of work functioning instruments, none of the instruments had strong 
quality evidence of reliability. The WIS, WLQ, and the Valuation of Lost Productivity 
Questionnaire (VOLP) had moderate quality evidence supporting their reliability. The 
Work Osteoarthritis or Joint Replacement Questionnaire (WOJRQ) had limited quality 
evidence supporting its reliability while the Work Productivity and Activity Impairment 
Scale (WPAI) and the Work Productivity Survey for Rheumatoid Arthritis (WPS-RA) 
had unknown quality evidence of reliability for measuring work functioning. The rest of 
the instruments, i.e., Workplace Activity Limitation Scale (WALS), Stanford 
Presenteeism Scale (SPS), Endicott Work Productivity Scale (EWPS), did not have any 
evidence to support their reliability.   
 The synthesis of scores relating to internal consistency of instruments measuring 
work functioning showed that the WLQ is the only instrument with strong quality 
evidence of internal consistency, while the WIS and the SPS had moderate quality 
evidence. The WALS and the WOJRQ had limited quality evidence, while the EWPS had 
unknown quality evidence of its internal consistency. The remainder of the instruments, 
i.e. the WPAI, VOLP, and WPS-RA, did not have evidence of internal consistency 
testing. The synthesis of scores for measurement error showed the WOJRQ had limited 
evidence, and none of the remaining instruments had any evidence of examining 
measurement error.  
 In terms of content validity, the WIS and the WOJRQ had strong quality evidence 
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supporting content validity. The WLQ, WALS, SPS, EWPS, and VOLP had moderate 
quality evidence of content validity. There was no evidence for the WPS-RA and the 
WPAI.  Regarding structural/construct validity, the WIS and the WLQ had strong quality 
evidence to support construct validity. The WPAI and VOLP had moderate quality 
evidence, while the EWPA and WOJRQ had limited quality evidence for construct 
validity. The WALS and SPS had unknown evidence, while the WPS-RA had no 
evidence of examining construct of work functioning through structural validity. As for 
scores of construct validity through hypothesis testing, the WLQ was the only instrument 
that had strong quality evidence. The WPAI, SPS, EWPS, WIS, VOLP, and WPS-RA all 
had moderate quality evidence supporting the construct of work functioning through 
hypothesis testing, while the WALS and WOJRQ had limited quality evidence. In 
synthesizing the evidence of cross-cultural/construct validity, the WIS had unknown 
evidence as there was only one study which had poor quality. No evidence was found 
examining cross-cultural validity of any of the remaining instruments.  
 Synthesis of criterion validity scores showed that none of the instruments had 
strong quality evidence. The WLQ had moderate quality evidence supporting criterion 
validity for work functioning, while the WIS had limited evidence. No evidence was 
found examining criterion validity of any the remaining instruments.  
 None of the instruments had strong quality evidence of responsiveness. The WIS 
and the WPS-RA had moderate quality evidence, while the WALS, SPS, EWPS, WLQ, 
and WOJRQ had limited evidence. The WPAI had unknown evidence of responsiveness.  
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DISCUSSION  
 
 
This systematic critical appraisal of the quality of studies of psychometric properties of 
arthritis work functioning instruments produced several important findings. First, nine 
assessment tools were identified; of these, the WLQ and the WIS were the most studied 
instruments. Second, none of the nine instruments had strong quality evidence of 
reliability, measurement error, criterion validity, or responsiveness. Third, the WLQ had 
the strongest quality of evidence supporting its psychometric evaluation: it had strong 
quality evidence of internal consistency and construct validity through both hypothesis 
testing and structural validity. Fourth, the WIS showed strong quality evidence of content 
validity and structural validity.  
 This is the first study that used a structured approach to identify instruments for 
work functioning among people with arthritis, and the first one to use a vigorous 
validated method to evaluate the quality of the identified evidence. A prominent group of 
researchers, the Outcome MEasurement for Rheumatoid Arthritis Clinical Trials 
(OMERACT) group, have published a number of papers including endorsements of 
certain measures of work functioning over others. This group uses guidelines for 
endorsing measures based on truth, discrimination and feasibility (47). While important, 
these guidelines do not evaluate all measurement properties, such as internal consistency 
and cross-cultural validity. Also, unlike the COSMIN method used in this paper, the 
OMERACT consensus method has not been validated as a tool for critical appraisal. For 
example, in 2007, Escorpizo et al. identified 21 instruments of work functioning that 
could potentially be used for people with arthritis. According to this current review, nine 
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arthritis-specific instruments were identified and evaluated, and based on this evaluation, 
a lot of research is still required to judge whether those instruments are sufficiently 
psychometrically sound to be used in this population. Therefore identifying “potential” 
instruments for work functioning for people with arthritis should be approached with 
caution (16).  In 2009, another OMERACT review identified instruments and 
frameworks for work functioning. Six instruments were endorsed based on voting by 
members; the first choice for the members was the WIS, second was WPS-RA, and third 
was the WALS (48). These endorsements were different from the conclusions of the 
current study as the instrument with the strongest quality evidence supporting its 
psychometric properties was the WLQ, which was not addressed by the OMERACT 
group in 2009. Also, surprisingly, the WPS-RA and WALS were among the top three 
endorsed instruments even though the current study showed poor quality research to 
support their psychometric properties.  
 This study found that the overall quality of the literature supporting the 
psychometrics of work functioning instruments for people with arthritis is low. The need 
for good quality evidence and psychometrically sound instruments is crucial to the 
success of any research design as a poorly-constructed instrument or poor judgment in 
selecting an instrument may not show the impact of the best interventions or procedures. 
Knowledge could be lost or distorted regarding the true impact of interventions if low 
quality measurements continue to be used (49).  
 This systematic review appraising the quality of the psychometrics literature on 
work functioning instruments found the WLQ and the WIS to have the strongest quality 
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evidence supporting their use among people with arthritis and rheumatological 
conditions. The WLQ was developed to measure the effects of health conditions on work 
functioning.  The most common version of the WLQ is the 25-item questionnaire, which 
has four subscales: time management, physical demands, mental-interpersonal demands 
and output demands; total scores range from 0-100%, where 0 is the least limited and 100 
is the most limited in the past two weeks of work. The WLQ index is generated from 
these scores to estimate losses of work functioning, making it suitable for both 
individual/clinical use and cost indicator/societal costing purposes. To date, the WLQ is 
one of most used instruments in the field, with studies specific to rheumatoid arthritis and 
osteoarthritis. The cumulative evidence of its construct validity has been acknowledged 
more than once (9,34), which triangulates our finding that it is a strong instrument for 
work functioning. The WIS was originally developed for people with rheumatoid 
arthritis, with alternative versions like the WIS-Ankylosing Spondylitis questionnaire. 
This 23-item questionnaire is summed by adding scores of its yes/no questions, making 
the simplicity of the items and scoring an appealing option for many researchers and 
clinicians.      
 This review has several strengths. The approach to searching the literature was 
comprehensive as all the major databases were searched for relevant material. Also, the 
best evidence synthesis was conducted on the basis of the 4-point COSMIN checklist and 
guidelines, which is considered an innovative and valid quality assessment method used 
to evaluate evidence.  
 However, there are some limitations of this review. Studies that were not 
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published in English were not included, which may have introduced some bias. Also, 
publication bias could be present as unpublished papers were not included, and 
unpublished literature tends to report negative results.  Evidence synthesis cannot be 
performed unless there is an overlap between studies measuring the same instrument and 
same psychometric property, therefore, stronger evidence could have been found if more 
studies had been conducted. Finally, the COSMIN method is considered rather critical; 
many studies had low quality due to not reporting how missing data was handled, and the 
COSMIN guidelines recommend reporting the amount of missing data and how it is was 
handled. The limited reporting on handling missing data found in this review highlights 
the need for reporting such information in the future.   
 This systematic review examined the quality of studies evaluating psychometric 
properties of work functioning instruments and determined that the WLQ had the best 
quality of evidence to support its measurement properties. This review adds a new 
dimension to work functioning outcome measurement research. Further research 
investigating psychometrics properties of instruments of work functioning for people 
with arthritis and rheumatological conditions is needed. 
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Table 1. Characteristics of included studies. 
Authors N Age (SD, 
range) 
Diag-
nosis 
Question-
naire 
Number 
of items 
Range of scores Measurement property 
evaluated 
Country 
1. Ariza-Ariza (2013) 28  48.9 (12.6) AS  WPAI1 6 0-10 (0:least effect on work, 
10: most effect on work)  
 
Reliability  Spain 
2. Beaton (2010) 234 50.6 (9.2) RA, OA WALS2 12 0-33 (0: least limited at work, 
33: most limited)  
Internal consistency, content 
validity, structural validity, 
hypothesis testing, 
responsiveness  
 
Canada 
2. Beaton (2010) 244 50.6 (9.2) RA, OA SPS3 6  6-30 (6: lower presenteeism, 
30: highest presenteeism)  
Internal consistency, content 
validity, structural validity, 
hypothesis testing, 
responsiveness  
 
Canada 
2. Beaton (2010) 249 50.6 (9.2) RA, OA EWPS4 25 0-100 (0: least productivity 
loss, 100: greater productivity 
loss) 
Internal consistency, content 
validity, structural validity, 
hypothesis testing, 
responsiveness  
 
Canada 
2. Beaton (2010) 239 50.6 (9.2) RA, OA WIS5  23  0-23 (0: least productivity 
loss, 23: greater productivity 
loss)  
 
Internal consistency, content 
validity, structural validity, 
hypothesis testing, 
responsiveness  
 
Canada 
2. Beaton (2010) 231 50.6 (9.2) RA, OA WLQ6  25  0-100 (0:least productivity 
loss, 100: greater productivity 
loss)  
 
Internal consistency, content 
validity, structural validity, 
hypothesis testing, 
responsiveness  
 
Canada 
3. Gilworth (2003) 206 44 (16-60) RA WIS5 23 0-23 (0: least productivity 
loss, 23: greater productivity 
loss) 
Reliability, content validity, 
structural validity, criterion 
validity 
 
United 
Kingdom  
4. Gilworth (2008) 75, 
73, 
85 
46,  
43,  
45 
RA WIS5 23 0-23 (0: least productivity 
loss, 23: greater productivity 
loss) 
 
Content Validity, structural 
validity, cross-cultural 
validity  
France, 
Nether-
lands, 
Germany  
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5. Gilworth (2009) 68 41.5 (9.8) AS WIS5 23 0-23 (0: least productivity 
loss, 23: greater productivity 
loss) 
 
Internal consistency, 
reliability, criterion validity 
United 
Kingdom  
6. Kievit (2014) 173 60 (8.6) OA WOJRQ7 13 0-100 (0: most productivity 
loss, 100: least productivity 
loss)  
Internal consistency, 
reliability, measurement 
error, content validity, 
structural validity, 
hypothesis testing, 
responsiveness  
 
Nether-
lands  
7. Zhang (2010) 122 52.1 (10.0) RA WPAI1 6 0-100 (0: least productivity 
loss, 100: most productivity 
loss) 
 
Structural validity, 
hypothesis testing 
United 
Kingdom  
8. Zhang (2011) 158 52.1 (10.0) RA VOLP8 26 0-100 (0: least productivity 
loss, 100: most productivity 
loss) 
 
Reliability, structural 
validity, hypothesis testing 
 
United 
Kingdom  
 
9. Zhang (2012) 140 51.6 (10.0) RA VOLP8 26 0-100 (0: least productivity 
loss, 100: most productivity 
loss) 
 
Content validity, structural 
validity 
 
United 
Kingdom 
 
 
10. Lerner (2001) 121  43.0 (10.0) RA WLQ6 48 and 
25  
0-100 (0:least productivity 
loss, 100: greater productivity 
loss)  
 
Internal consistency, 
reliability, structural 
validity, criterion validity  
 
United 
States 
11. Lerner (2002) 230 53.1 (7.1) OA WLQ6 25 0-100 (0:least productivity 
loss, 100: greater productivity 
loss) 
Internal consistency, 
structural validity, 
hypothesis testing 
  
United 
States 
12. Osterhaus (2009) 85 53.8 (21-80) RA WPS-RA9 9 0-10 (0: no interference with 
work productivity, 10: 
complete interference on 
work productivity)  
Reliability, hypothesis 
testing, responsiveness  
Austria, 
Czech 
Republic, 
United 
States  
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13. Reilly (2010) 205 40.8 (18-63) AS WPAI-
AS10 
6 0-100 (0: least productivity 
loss, 100: most productivity 
loss) 
Hypothesis testing, 
responsiveness  
43 Sites 
from 
United 
States 
and 
Europe 
 
14. Tang  (2010) 130 54 (6.7) OA WIS5 23 0-23 (0: least productivity 
loss, 23: greater productivity 
loss) 
 
Internal consistency, 
hypothesis testing, 
responsiveness  
Canada 
15. Tang (2013) 250 50.6 (9.2) RA, OA WALS2 12 0-33 (0: least limited at work, 
33: most limited)  
 
Content validity  Canada  
15. Tang (2013) 250 50.6 (9.2) RA, OA SPS3 6  6-30 (6: lower presenteeism, 
30: highest presenteeism)  
 
Content validity  Canada  
15. Tang (2013) 250 50.6 (9.2) RA, OA EWPS4 25 0-100 (0: least productivity 
loss, 100: greater productivity 
loss) 
 
Content validity  Canada  
15. Tang (2013) 250 50.6 (9.2) RA, OA WIS5  23  0-23 (0: least productivity 
loss, 23: greater productivity 
loss)  
 
Content validity  Canada  
15. Tang (2013) 250 50.6 (9.2) RA, OA WLQ6  25  0-100 (0:least productivity 
loss, 100: greater productivity 
loss)  
 
Content validity  Canada  
16. Taylor (2012) 176 60 (20-89)  Gout WIS5 23  0-23 (0: least productivity 
loss, 23: greater productivity 
loss)  
 
Internal consistency, 
structural validity, 
hypothesis testing  
New 
Zealand  
17. Walker (2005) 836 53.3 (10.1)  RA WLQ6 25  0-100 (0:least productivity 
loss, 100: greater productivity 
loss)  
 
Internal consistency, 
structural validity, 
hypothesis testing 
United 
States  
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WPAI1: Work Productivity and Activity Impairment Scale, WALS2: Workplace Activity Limitation Scale, SPS3: Stanford Presenteeism 
Scale, EWPS4: Endicott Work Productivity Scale, WIS5: Work Instability Scale, WLQ6: Work Limitations Questionnaire, WOJRQ7: Work 
Osteoarthritis or Joint Replacement Questionnaire, VOLP8: Valuation of Lost Productivity Questionnaire, WPS-RA9: Work Productivity 
Survey for Rheumatoid Arthritis, WPAI-AS10: Work Productivity and Activity impairment Questionnaire for ankylosing spondylitis.  
RA: Rheumatoid arthritis, OA: Osteoarthritis, AS: Ankylosing spondylitis.  
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Table 2. COSMIN definitions of domains, measurement properties and aspects of measurement properties 
Domain Measurement property  Definition and aspects  
Reliability 
 
Reliability  
 
The degree to which the measurement is free from measurement error  
 Internal consistency The degree of the interrelatedness among the items  
 Measurement error The systematic and random error of a patients score that is not attributed to 
true changes in the construct to be measured  
 
Validity  The degree to which an instrument measures the constructs it purports to 
measure  
 Content validity The degree to which the content of an instrument is an adequate reflection 
of the construct to be measured. Face validity is an aspect of this property 
 Construct validity  The degree to which the scores of an instrument are consistent with the 
hypothesis. Structural validity, hypothesis testing, and cross-cultural 
validity are aspects of this property 
 
 Criterion validity The ability to which the scores of an instrument are an adequate reflection 
of a “gold standard”  
Responsiveness   The ability of an instrument to detect change over time in the construct to 
be measured  
  
2
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Table 3. Summary of results of reliability studies and their COSMIN scores 
Author (year) Reliability 
property 
Evaluated 
Worst 
score 
count 
Worst score item Level of evidence per 
instrument  
WPAI  
Ariza-Ariza 
(2013) 
Reliability  
 
Poor  Small sample size (<30) 
 
Reliability: Unknown 
WALS  
Beaton (2010)  Internal consistency  Fair Not clear how missing items were handled 
 
Internal consistency: Limited 
SPS  
Beaton (2010)  Internal consistency  Good Percentage of missing items not described   
 
Internal consistency: 
Moderate 
EWPS     
Beaton (2010) Internal consistency  Poor Factor analysis not performed and no reference to another 
study  
Internal consistency: 
Unknown 
 
WIS  
Beaton (2010) Internal consistency  Poor Factor analysis not performed and no reference to another 
study  
Internal consistency: 
Moderate 
Gilworth (2003) Reliability  Good Missing items not described but it can be deduced how 
missing items were handled 
Reliability: Moderate  
Gilworth (2009) Internal consistency  
Reliability  
Fair 
Poor 
Not clear how many missing items were handled 
Small sample size (<30) 
 
Tang (2010) Internal consistency  Fair Not clear how many missing items were handled  
Taylor (2012) Internal consistency  Good  Percentage of missing items not described  
 
 
WLQ     
Beaton (2010)  Internal consistency  Good Percentage of missing items not described  Internal consistency: Strong 
Lerner (2001) Internal consistency  
 
Reliability 
Good 
 
Good  
Missing items not described but it can be deduced how 
missing items were handled  
Missing items not described but it can be deduced how 
missing items were handled 
Reliability: Moderate 
Lerner (2002) Internal consistency  Good  Authors refer to another study in which factor analysis was 
performed in a similar study population  
 
Walker (2005) Internal consistency  Excellent  NA  
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WOJRQ 
    
Kievit (2014)  Internal consistency 
Reliability 
Measurement error  
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
Not clear how missing items were handled 
Moderate sample size (30-49) 
Not clear how missing items were handled  
 
Internal consistency: Limited  
Reliability: Limited 
Measurement error: Limited 
VOLP      
Zhang (2011) Reliability Good Not described but it can be deduced how missing items  
were handled 
 
Reliability: Moderate  
WPS-RA     
Osterhaus (2009) Reliability Poor 
 
No ICC or Pearson or Spearman correlations calculated  Reliability: Unknown 
  
2
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Table 4. Summary of results of validity studies and their COSMIN scores 
Author (year) Validity property 
evaluated 
Worst score 
count 
Worst score item Level of evidence 
per instrument  
WPAI     
Hypothesis testing: 
Moderate 
Structural validity: 
Moderate 
Reily (2010) Hypothesis testing  Poor  No information on the measurement properties of the comparator 
instrument(s) 
Zhang (2010) 
 
Structural  
Hypothesis testing  
Good 
Good 
Percentage of missing items not described  
Minimal number of hypotheses formulate a priori 
 
WALS     
Hypothesis testing: 
Limited 
Structural validity: 
Unknown 
Content validity: 
Moderate 
Beaton (2010)  Content  
 
Structural  
Hypothesis testing  
Fair  
 
Poor 
Fair  
No theoretical foundation of the construct and this was not taken 
into consideration  
IRT test for determining unidimensionality not performed  
Not clear how missing items were handled  
Tang (2013) 
 
Content  Fair Other minor methodological flaws in the design or execution of the 
study (questionnaires administered were not in random order)   
 
SPS     
Hypothesis testing: 
Moderate 
Structural validity: 
Unknown 
Content validity: 
Moderate 
Beaton (2010)  Content  
Structural  
Hypothesis testing  
Good 
Poor  
Good   
Purpose of the instrument was not described but assumed  
No exploratory or confirmatory factor analysis performed  
Expected direction of the correlations or differences NOT stated  
Tang (2013) 
 
Content  Fair Other minor methodological flaws in the design or execution of the 
study (questionnaires administered were not in random order)   
 
EWPS     
Hypothesis testing: 
Moderate 
Structural validity: 
Limited 
Content validity: 
Moderate 
Beaton (2010) Content  
Structural  
Hypothesis testing  
Good  
Fair 
Good 
Purpose of the instrument was not described but assumed  
No exploratory or confirmatory factor analysis performed  
Percentage of missing items not described  
Tang (2013) 
 
Content  Fair  Other minor methodological flaws in the design or execution of the 
study (questionnaires administered were not in random order)   
 
WIS     
Hypothesis testing: 
Moderate  
Structural validity: 
Strong 
Beaton (2010) Content  
 
Structural  
Hypothesis testing  
Fair 
 
Poor 
Fair 
No theoretical foundation of the construct and this was not taken 
into consideration  
IRT test for determining unidimensionality not performed  
Not clear how missing items were handled  
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Gilworth (2003) Content  
Structural  
Criterion  
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
NA 
Percentage of missing items NOT described  
Moderate sample size (30-49)  
Content validity: 
Strong  
Criterion validity: 
Limited 
Cross-cultural 
validity: Unknown 
Gilworth (2008) Content  
Structural  
Cross-cultural  
Fair 
Fair 
Poor 
No theoretical foundation of the construct and this was not taken 
into consideration  
Not clear how missing items were handled  
Less than 5 items or less than 100 participants in one or both 
groups  
Gilworth (2009) Criterion  Poor  Small sample size (<30) 
Tang (2010) Hypothesis testing  Fair  Not clear how missing items were handled  
Tang (2013) Content Fair Other minor methodological flaws in the design or execution of the 
study (questionnaires administered were not in random order)  
Taylor (2012) 
 
Structural  
Hypothesis testing 
Good 
Good 
Percentage of missing items not described  
Percentage of missing items not described 
 
WLQ 
    
 
Hypothesis testing: 
Strong 
Structural validity: 
Strong 
Content validity: 
Moderate 
Criterion validity: 
Moderate 
 
 
 
 
 
Beaton (2010)  Content 
Structural  
Hypothesis testing 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Purpose of the instrument was not described but assumed  
Percentage of missing items not described  
Percentage of missing items not described  
Lerner (2001) Structural  
 
Criterion  
Good 
 
Good  
Not described but it can be deduced how missing items were 
handled  
Not described but it can be deduced how missing items were 
handled  
Lerner (2002) Structural  
Hypothesis testing 
Poor 
Good 
No exploratory or confirmatory factor analysis performed 
Adequate measurement properties of the comparator instrument(s) 
but not sure if these apply to the study population 
Tang (2013) Content Fair Other minor methodological flaws in the design or execution of the 
study (questionnaires administered were not in random order) 
Walker (2005) 
 
Structural  
Hypothesis testing 
Excellent 
Fair 
NA 
Hypotheses vague or not formulated but possible to deduce what 
was expected  
 
WOJRQ     
Kievit (2014)  
 
 
Content 
Structural 
Hypothesis testing 
Excellent 
Fair 
Fair 
NA 
Not clear how missing items were handled  
Not clear how missing items were handled  
Hypothesis testing: 
Limited 
Structural validity: 
  
3
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    Limited 
Content validity: 
Strong 
VOLP     
Hypothesis testing: 
Moderate 
Structural validity: 
Moderate 
Content validity: 
Moderate 
Zhang (2011) Structural  Good  Percentage of missing items NOT described  
 
Zhang (2012) 
 
Hypothesis Testing  
Content  
Structural  
Good  
Excellent 
Poor 
Minimal number of hypotheses formulate a priori  
NA 
No exploratory or confirmatory factor analysis performed  
 
WPS-RA    
Hypothesis testing: 
Moderate 
Osterhaus 
(2009) 
Hypothesis testing Good Good sample size (50-99 per analysis)  
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Table 5. Summary of results of responsiveness studies and their COSMIN scores 
Author (year) Worst score 
count 
Worst score item Level of evidence 
per instrument  
WPAI 
Reilly (2010) 
 
 
Poor 
 
No information on the 
measurement properties of the 
comparator instrument(s)  
 
Unknown 
WALS    
Beaton (2010)  
 
Fair Unclear or not described what 
occurred during the interim period  
Limited 
SPS    
Beaton (2010)  
 
Fair Unclear or not described what 
occurred during the interim period  
Limited 
EWPS    
Beaton (2010) 
 
Fair Unclear or not described what 
occurred during the interim period  
Limited 
WIS    
Beaton (2010) Fair Unclear or not described what 
occurred during the interim period  
Moderate 
Tang (2010) Fair Not clear how missing items were 
handled  
 
 
WLQ 
   
 
Beaton (2010)  Fair Unclear or not described what 
occurred during the interim period  
Limited 
 
WOJRQ 
   
Kievit (2014)  
 
Fair Hypotheses vague or not 
formulated but possible to deduce 
what was expected  
Limited 
WPS-RA    
Osterhaus 
(2009) 
Good Expected direction of the 
correlations or differences not 
stated  
 
Moderate  
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Figure1. Selection procedures of included articles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Records identified through 
database search (n=3,666) 
Titles (n =2917) 
Abstracts (n=360) 
Articles (n=36)  
749 duplicate articles 
removed 
2557 articles excluded 
based on titles  
324 articles excluded 
based on abstract  
17 articles included in final 
review 
Full article excluded (n= 19): 
- Assessment of measurement 
property not aim (n=11) 
- Outcome not patient reported 
(n=4)  
- Non-arthritis population 
(n=2)  
- Non-English language (n=1) 
- Did not meet definition of 
work functioning (n=1)  
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STUDY TWO 
CONSTRUCT VALIDITY AND SCORING METHODS OF THE WORLD-
HEALTH ORGANIZATION- HEALTH AND WORK PERFORMANCE 
QUESTIONNAIRE AMONG WORKERS WITH ARTHRITIS 
 
Abstract 
 
Background. The World Health Organization – Health and Work Performance 
Questionnaire (HPQ) was developed to ascertain absence from work and reduced work 
performance in the workplace due to health problems. The purpose of this study is to 
evaluate the construct validity and scoring methods of the work performance subscale of 
the HPQ for people with arthritis.  
Methods. Cross-sectional data from a randomized clinical trial on preventing work 
limitations was used. Construct validity of work performance was examined through 
hypothesis testing using convergence and divergence based on established risk factors 
from the literature. Pearson’s correlations were used for continuous data, and Spearman’s 
Ranked correlations for categorical data were used to test the hypotheses. Both scoring 
methods of the HPQ (absolute and relative) were evaluated.  
Results. Data from 287 participants showed that the sample had moderate levels of 
limitations in work performance. The HPQ showed acceptable construct validity through 
convergence and divergence. The absolute scoring method had more significant and 
stronger associations than the relative scoring method.  
Conclusion. This study was the first exploring the construct validity of the HPQ for 
people with arthritis, and since construct validity is a continuing process, more research is 
needed to further assess the ability of the HPQ to measure work performance. One 
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scoring method (i.e. absolute) was more informative that the other. More research is 
needed to explore other psychometric properties of the HPQ such as responsiveness and 
test-retest reliability.   
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Being a productive worker and remaining employed are significant parts of a 
person’s life. For people with arthritis and other rheumatological conditions, work-related 
performance can be greatly impacted due to symptoms such as pain and stiffness. 
Although arthritis is linked to aging, more than half of the adults with arthritis are 
diagnosed before the age of 65 years, when people seek and desire employment (1). More 
than 8 million people in the United States report some work limitation at least in part due 
to a musculoskeletal condition (2). Additionally, between 23-45% of people with arthritis 
and rheumatological conditions will become unemployed within 10 years of diagnosis; 
this includes people with rheumatoid arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, and systemic lupus 
erythematosus (1,3–6).    
Considering the impact arthritis has on employment, a wide body of literature has 
developed ranging from intervention studies aimed to maintain employment and reduce 
performance limitations at work, to observational studies and community surveys (9-
11,52). Nevertheless, the way work has been approached as a construct has varied 
between studies and there is no consensus on how it should be conceptualized and 
measured (11,12). Currently, assessments of work focus on a combination of the 
following domains: work roles (considering contextual factors of the work environment), 
work specific activities or tasks, and presenteeism and absenteeism as related to 
economic costs (54). There are numerous ways information is collected about these 
domains: instruments have items pertaining to number of difficulties faced at work due to 
a health condition (14), number of days at work with difficulty due to a health condition 
(18), or percentage of time having difficulty at work due to a health condition (38).  
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It is evident that a multitude of scales were developed to assess work outcomes 
specifically for people with arthritis and rheumatological conditions. However, the 
existing instruments have limitations. The majority of these instruments were developed 
pragmatically without having a conceptual foundation, and some instruments were 
developed without the involvement of workers with arthritis (18,35,38).  Also, some 
instruments target work-specific tasks that cannot be generalized to all occupations. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that there is no gold standard for measurement of work 
among people with arthritis, and the search for a comprehensive instrument with a solid 
conceptual foundation continues.  
The World Health Organization Health and Work Performance Questionnaire 
(HPQ) is an instrument of work performance whose development was based on a widely 
accepted and used conceptual framework, the International Classification of Functioning, 
Disability and Health (ICF) (17). The HPQ consists of three subscales: absenteeism (time 
missed from work due to a health reason), work performance, and job-related accidents. 
Absenteeism and job-related accidents can be directly measured, but measuring work 
performance could be challenging considering variations in job type, and variations of 
tasks required from different work settings. The developers of the HPQ introduced a 
unique approach by asking the individual to rate their own work performance in 
comparison with how others perform the same job, which allows comparability across 
job types and tasks to measure work performance. This approach could be successful for 
measuring work outcomes in the presence of a health condition such as arthritis.  
The concurrent validity of the HPQ was established through comparing the scores 
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of this self-reported questionnaire, with independent employer records of job 
performance including work audits, supervisor ratings, and peer ratings. This was tested 
among railroad engineers, automobile company executives, airline reservation agents and 
customer services representatives who do not have any health complaints. The HPQ 
significantly predicted supervisor ratings of high and low performers in the workplace. 
Moreover, the estimated test- retest reliability of the HPQ was 0.89 indicating good 
reliability as a measure. The HPQ approach in measuring work performance could be 
applied for workers with arthritis, thus a study to determine construct validity of the HPQ 
in measuring work performance for people with arthritis and other rheumatological 
conditions is needed.  
 Construct validity is defined as the degree to which an instrument is consistent 
with hypotheses based on the assumption that the instrument validity measures the 
construct to be measured (29). Hypothesis testing can be conducted to examine 
convergent validity (whether constructs that are expected to be associated, are in fact 
associated), and divergent validity (whether constructs that should not be associated, in 
fact have no relationship). For the HPQ, construct validity can be examined through 
testing hypotheses based on associations of previously identified risk factors with work 
disability from the literature, and other instruments that measure the construct of work 
performance. 
Several risk factors of work disability (defined as work cessation) have been 
identified in the literature. In a recent systematic review of predictive factors of work 
disability, physical job demands, older age and low education were the strongest 
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predictors (56). Allaire et al. conducted a study on a national US cohort and also found 
that older age was a significant predictor in addition to working fewer hours (3). Lacaille 
et al. investigated modifiable work-related risk factors of work disability for people with 
rheumatoid arthritis and found that lower physical functioning, higher pain and lower 
self-efficacy were significant determinants of work disability (57). Determinants of 
limitations in work performance (reduced performance in work while employed either in 
the form of sick leave, or diminished performance at work) include physical functioning 
(58,59), education level (23), and jobs considered as manual labor (61). These risk factors 
along with scores from other instruments of work performance will be used to formulate 
hypotheses to examine construct validity of the HPQ for persons with arthritis.  
The developers of the HPQ reference two methods of scoring, relative and 
absolute. The relative score is obtained from a ratio between the persons’ perception of 
how they are performing at work compared to others, while the absolute score is a 
percentage obtained from the person’s perception of how they performed at work in the 
past four weeks. The developers of the HPQ did not specify whether the relative or 
absolute scoring methods should be used, or if one is more meaningful or superior in 
explaining the HPQ’s ability to assess work performance, so a study to explore 
differences in scoring methods of the HPQ could be informative.  
The aim of this study is to: 1) investigate the construct validity of the HPQ among 
people with arthritis and rheumatological conditions, and 2) Explore differences between 
the HPQ absolute and relative scoring methods.  
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Methods  
Materials and data collection. Data from the “Work it” study in the Center for 
Enhancing Activity and Participation among people with Arthritis (ENACT) at Boston 
University was used for this study. The “Work it” study is a clinical trial designed to test 
the effectiveness of a work barrier identification and problem-solving educational 
program on reducing work limitations. Participants were people who self-reported 
arthritis and were concerned about their ability to continue working for the next few years 
due to their health conditions. Participants were recruited using several mechanisms 
including doctors’ office staff, medical registries, newspaper advertisements, online (e.g., 
Craigslist), national foundations (Arthritis foundation), community flyers, and direct 
marketing.  
 The inclusion criteria were: 1) ages 23 to 63 years, 2) residents of Massachusetts 
3) self-report of arthritis or another rheumatological condition like lupus, scleroderma or 
fibromyalgia, or chronic low back pain 4) work 15 hours or more a week and 5) a 
positive response to the following question “Do you have any concern about being 
employed now or in the near future because of your health condition?” After the 
participants were screened for eligibility, they were mailed a welcome packet with 
detailed information about the study, two copies of the consent form, and a stamped and 
addressed envelope. Interested participants returned the consent and were scheduled for a 
baseline telephone interview. After the baseline interview, participants were randomized, 
and then data were collected by telephone at 6, 12 and 24-months.  
 For this study, cross-sectional data from 287 subjects from the baseline visit from 
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the “Work It” study was used. The Power procedure in SAS was used to obtain precision 
estimates for this sample size (25). An estimated correlation of 0.80 (considered strong 
correlation) would have a 95% confidence interval from 0.75 to 0.84, which would 
exclude low or moderate levels of association. 
 
Measures 
HPQ work performance subscale: The main outcome of this study is the HPQ work 
performance subscale. The HPQ consists of three subscales: absenteeism, work 
performance, and job-related accidents. For this study, only the work performance 
subscale was used. This subscale consists of three items (e.g. “On a scale from 0-10, 
where 0 is the worst job performance and 10 is the performance of a top worker, how 
would you rate the usual performance of most workers in a job similar to yours?”). The 
second and third items use the same 0-10 scale but ask the participant to rate their usual 
performance over the past year or two, and in the past four weeks. Two scores can be 
generated from these items, the absolute and the relative scores. The absolute score is a 
percentage (0-100%, where  = 0 worst job performance) obtained from the individuals’ 
perception of how they performed at work in the last four weeks, while the relative score 
is a ratio between how the person performed in the last week compared to how other 
workers perform. The relative score has a restricted range between 0.25 and 2.0 (0.25 
worst relative performance or 25% less of other workers’ performance). The question 
asking participants to rate their performance in the past year or two is not used in 
generating the scores, but instead is used as a synthetic bounded recall question, designed 
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to prime the respondent to give a more accurate answer for the question on the last four 
weeks.  
Work Limitations Questionnaire (WLQ): This instrument assesses limitations in the 
persons’ ability to perform work activities due to a health condition and consists of four 
separate scales. To limit respondent burden, only the output demands scale was used. 
This subscale has five items (e.g. in the past two weeks how much of the time did your 
physical health or any emotional problems make it difficult for you to finish your work 
on time?). The responses for the proportion of time with difficulty range from none of the 
time (0%), to all of the time (100%). This WLQ subscale has evidence of good validity 
and reliability in assessing work limitation for people with arthritis (16,26).  
Self efficacy: Five items were used to assess job self-efficacy using questions developed 
in previous studies of vocational rehabilitation job retention program (10,63). These 
items specifically ask participants about their confidence in deciding and talking to 
employers and coworkers about their health condition at work (e.g. how confident are 
you about deciding whether or not to tell an employer about your health related work 
problems?). Scores range from 1 (not confident) to 4 (very confident).   
Pain, job satisfaction, fatigue and stress: often pain has been assessed using the 10mm 
visual analogue scale. This method of pain assessment has proven to be reliable and valid 
(64). In this study, pain was measured using the same approach in the context of work 
(e.g. on a scale from 0 to 10 where 0 is the least pain and 10 is the most pain imaginable, 
how severe has your pain been on average at the end of your work day during the past 
week?). Job satisfaction, fatigue, and stressed were assessed in the context of work using 
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the same scale and approach.  
Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ): This tool was used to measure participants’ 
functional status for people with various rheumatic conditions including rheumatoid 
arthritis, osteoarthritis, psoriatic arthritis and more. The HAQ has 20 items divided into 
eight categories (dressing and grooming, arising, eating, walking, hygiene, reaching, 
gripping, and instrumental daily activities) and response options range from 0-3 (e.g. Are 
you able to shampoo your hair?) Responses range from (0: without any difficulty and 3: 
unable to do). Total HAQ score is obtained from summing the scores of each category 
and dividing by number of categories answered. To obtain a HAQ index score of 0-3 
where increasing scores indicate worse functioning. This instrument has established 
reliability and validity in assessing functional status for samples of people with arthritis 
(29).    
Job type: job titles were classified according to Department of Labor jobs classification  
(66). The participants were grouped into two main job categories. The first group worked 
in managerial and professional jobs, and the second group worked in sales, services, 
natural resources, construction and maintenance, production, transportation and moving, 
and military specific occupations.  
Number of jobs a person is working, hours worked per week, and number of days missed 
in the past three months because of health condition. 
Arthritis type and demographic variables including age, sex, marital status, ethnicity, 
highest educational attainment.  
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Data Analysis.  Statistical analysis was performed using SAS software, version 9.2. 
Testing of normality of the distribution of the HPQ data was performed, and descriptive 
statistics including mean scores (both relative and absolute), standard deviations (SD), 
and range were calculated for the both the absolute and the relative scores.  
 Construct validity was evaluated through hypothesis testing based on convergence 
and divergence. Correlations for continuous variables were obtained using Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient. For categorical variables Spearman correlations and differences in 
means between groups were used to determine correlations. The strength of the 
correlations between constructs were determined a priori through the following scale 
(62):  
r < 0.4 = weak correlation  
0.4 > r < 0.7 = moderate correlation  
r > 0.7 = strong correlation 
The following hypotheses were tested for both the relative and absolute scores:  
Convergence: Moderate to strong correlations were expected between the HPQ scores 
(both absolute and relative) and the WLQ- output demands scale scores, age (older), 
education (lower levels), and physical function (lower HAQ scores). Weak to moderate 
correlations were expected between the HPQ scores (both absolute and relative) and job 
type (non-professional jobs), pain, self- efficacy, and number of working hours (less 
hours) correlations.  
Divergence: Null correlations were expected between the HPQ scores (both absolute and 
relative) and arthritis type, and days missed in the past month due to the health condition.  
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Information regarding the relationship of work performance with other factors like job-
satisfaction, fatigue, and stress was not conclusive in the literature so these associations 
were explored but not used to evaluate construct validity.  
Differences in scoring methods of HPQ: differences in divergence and convergence 
correlations were evaluated between the HPQ relative and absolute scores for the 
previously mentioned variables. Further exploration of the differences in scoring methods 
was conducted by running an exploratory regression analysis.    
Results  
Demographics and distribution. The demographic and disease characteristics for the 
study sample can be found in Table 6. The sample consisted of 287 participants with a 
mean age of 50.4 years. The sample was mainly female, white, with some college 
education or higher, and predominantly single (44.5%). The sample had some degree of 
functional limitations (HAQ=0.8). 45.6% of the participants worked in managerial and 
professional jobs, and the remainder worked in sales, services, natural resources, 
construction and maintenance, production, transportation and moving, and military 
specific occupations. (See Table 7)  
There were no missing scores from the HPQ as all participants completed all of 
the items. Both the relative and absolute scores were tested for normality using the 
Shapiro-Wilk test. Figure 2 shows the distribution of both scores. The tested hypothesis is 
that there is no significant departure from normality, and the results suggested that both 
distributions did deviate from normality (p < 0.0001 for absolute score, p < 0.0001for 
relative score). The HPQ absolute score was 74.1% (were 0 is the lowest performance 
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and 100% is the best performance at work in the last 4 weeks), and the relative score was 
1.02 (range is between 0.25 for lowest relative performance and 2 for highest relative 
performance).  
Construct validity. Results of the convergent and divergent validity correlations are 
shown in Table 8 for both the relative and absolute scores. For convergence validity, as 
anticipated, there was a significant moderate correlation between the HPQ absolute score 
and the WLQ-output demands score (r=-0.41, p<0.0001), however, the relative score had 
a weak correlation (r=-0.25, p<0.0001). Age had a significant weak correlation with the 
HPQ absolute score (r= 0.19, p=0.001) but the relative score correlation was not 
significant. As hypothesized, physical function was significantly correlated with both the 
absolute and relative score, but the magnitude of the correlation was less than expected 
(r=-0.18, p=0.002, r=-0.15, p=0.009, respectively). Weak correlations were expected 
between HPQ scores and job type, but the results show that there was no significant 
correlation (r= 0.05, p=0.423 for absolute score and r= 0.07, p=0.213 for relative score). 
On the contrary, pain was associated with both scores, but self- efficacy was significantly 
associated only with the absolute score (r=0.29, p<0.0001). Number of hours worked was 
not associated with either HPQ scores. (See Table 8) 
As for divergence validity, arthritis type was not correlated with HPQ scores, but 
days missed from work in the past month due to health conditions had a weak correlation 
with the absolute score only (r=-0.17, p=0.0004). (See Table 8) 
The association between the absolute score and relative score was strong (r=0.64, 
p < 0.0001). This correlation could mean that the scores are related but one cannot be 
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used in place of the other as they do not overlap completely. However, the absolute score 
had more significant associations with previously determined risk factors of work 
disability. Figure 3 shows a scatter plot of the correlation of the two scoring methods. 
The exploratory regression analysis revealed superiority of the absolute scoring method 
over the relative scoring method, as the R2 was 0.103 versus 0.336, respectively. (See 
Table 9)    
Discussion  
This study used investigated the construct validity of the HPQ in measuring work 
performance among people with arthritis and other rheumatological conditions, and 
explored differences in scoring methods suggested for this instrument. The HPQ mostly 
provided the expected scores with regards to relationships between relevant variables, 
and we found that the absolute scoring method of the HPQ had higher and more 
significant correlations than the relative scoring method. Since the absolute scoring 
method is obtained from one item only, it could be appealing for researchers and 
clinicians to use in future research.  
The correlation between the HPQ absolute score and the WLQ score is moderate, 
whereas we expected a higher correlation. This could be due to the fact that the HPQ 
items are about rating the participants’ performance in the workplace in general while the 
WLQ questions the persons’ limitations in the workplace due to physical health or any 
emotional problems specifically. Also the HPQ uses a longer recall period: the participant 
is asked about his/her performance over the past month while the WLQ uses two weeks 
(16). 
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The magnitude of some correlations, such as those with physical function and age, 
were weaker than expected for both the absolute and relative scores of the HPQ. A 
possible explanation maybe, that while these variables are identified as risk factors of 
work cessation, they are not necessarily risk factors for limitation in work performance. 
Also, the scores from this sample may have had smaller correlations with the other 
measure of work performance (WLQ) because this sample had unique characteristics. For 
example, the physical function levels of this sample were better than others reported in 
the literature for participants who have arthritis and are concerned about being employed 
(10,63).  
The results of this study revealed that absolute scoring may be a better method of 
measuring work performance as a construct than the relative one. Scores from asking 
participants directly about how they performed at work (i.e. absolute scoring method) 
were more closely aligned with the proposed hypotheses. The absolute score had a higher 
magnitude and number of significant correlations including variables of a psychological 
nature. Self-efficacy, stress, and job satisfaction may be more correlated with the absolute 
score than the relative one because participants may find it challenging to compare their 
work performance relative to others. Also, asking about how others perform in the 
workplace may not be related to the measurement of work performance as a construct, as 
it introduces a dimension that is not directly related to how the person completes his/her 
tasks at work.   
Previous research has shown that the HPQ demonstrates good construct validity 
and test-retest reliability when compared to actual employer reports of work performance. 
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A number of studies have used the HPQ successfully in populations with specific health 
conditions such as like workers with migraine, depression and mental health problems. 
This study showed that the HPQ can also be used to ascertain work outcomes among 
people with arthritis through exploring its’ construct validity (67,68).  Since evaluating 
construct validity of is an ongoing process, this study initiated the process of ascertaining 
the validity the HPQ as a measure of work performance among people with arthritis and 
other rheumatological conditions. However, further investigation is needed to examine 
other psychometric properties of the HPQ for people with arthritis such as reliability (i.e. 
test-retest) and responsiveness.  
There are a number of limitations for this study. First, the small number of items 
of the HPQ examined in this study (i.e. using the work performance subscale only) may 
have resulted in restrictions in understanding the results of the correlations.  Second, the 
measurement of work performance and all other variables in the study are based on self-
report, which could introduce some recall bias. However, Kessler et al. reported that 
errors in self-report of work performance are rather minimal based on a calibration study 
between the self-report of work performance and records of payroll and archival 
performance which showed good concordance (20). Third, the sample recruited for this 
study had some unique characteristics such as being highly educated and reporting higher 
physical function. Also the participates opted-in to participate in the “Work It” clinical 
trial, so they were people who had some concerns and limitations in performance at work 
therefore, the results of this study may not be generalizable to all workers who have 
arthritis.  
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This study provided the initial steps in establishing construct validity of the work 
performance subscale of the HPQ among people with arthritis and other rheumatological 
conditions. The results provided acceptable convergent and divergent validity evidence 
and showed trends that one scoring method (absolute scoring) was more consistent with 
the expected hypotheses. However, further research is needed to explore construct 
validity of the HPQ as a whole instrument using more diverse samples especially people 
who report actual work performance restrictions (rather than reporting concerns only). 
Furthermore, other psychometric properties such as responsiveness and test-retest 
reliability of the HPQ still need to be investigated.  
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Table 6. Demographics of sample 
Characteristic 
Number 
(n= 287) 
Percentage 
Age  
   21-29 
   30-39 
   40-49 
   50-59 
   60+ 
 
17 
32 
57 
122 
59 
 
5.9% 
11.1% 
19.9% 
42.5% 
20.6% 
Sex 
   Male 
   Female 
 
78 
209 
 
27.2% 
72.8% 
Race  
   White  
   Black or African 
American  
   Other 
 
198 
61 
27 
 
69.2% 
21.3% 
9.5% 
Education  
   High school or less  
   Some college or college  
   Some graduate school or 
more 
 
39 
163 
85 
 
13.6% 
56.8% 
29.6% 
Marital status  
   Married  
   Single  
   Other  
 
100 
127 
60 
 
34.8% 
44.3% 
20.9% 
Diagnosis* 
   Osteoarthritis  
   Rheumatoid arthritis  
   Lupus  
   Psoriatic arthritis  
   Fibromyalgia  
   Chronic lower back pain  
   Other  
 
122 
66 
32 
16 
33 
46 
18 
 
42.5% 
30.0% 
11.1% 
5.6% 
11.5% 
16.0% 
6.3% 
Job type 
   Management, 
professional and  
        related occupations 
   Sales, service and other  
        occupations** 
 
128 
 
159 
 
 
44.6% 
 
55.4% 
* Participant could have reported more than one condition.  
** Other occupation includes natural resources, construction and maintenance,  
production, transportation and moving, and military specific occupations.  
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Table 7. Outcomes for sample (N=287) 
Variable Mean Stan. Dev. Range 
Lower  
95% CL  
 
Upper  
95% CL  
 
Physical function  1.22 0.56 (0-2.75) 1.15 1.28 
WLQ-output demands 35.2 21.4 (0-100) 32.76 37.76 
Self-efficacy  2.6 0.8 (0-4) 2.53 4.05 
Hours worked per week  36.2 14.3 (15-160) 34.56 37.88 
Missed days in past 
month 
3.2 7.1 (0-30) 2.39 4.05 
Job satisfaction 6.5 2.6 (0-10) 6.16 6.79 
Pain 6.2 2.2 (0-10) 5.95 6.46 
Fatigue 6.7 2.0 (0-10) 6.46 6.93 
Stress 6.3 2.5 (0-10) 6.02 6.60 
HPQ absolute score 74.1 18.3 (0-100) 71.95 76.20 
HPQ relative score 1.0 0.3 (0.25-2) 0.98 1.06 
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HPQ absolute score distribution 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HPQ relative score distribution 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Histograms of HPQ scores distribution 
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Table 8. Construct validity of HPQ (N=287) 
 Absolute score Relative score 
 r 95% CI P-Value r 95% CI P-Value 
Convergent validity        
Age 0.19 (0.07, 0.30) 0.001* 0.07 (-0.04, 0.18) 0.209 
Physical function  -0.15 (-0.26, -0.03)  0.009* -0.14 (-0.25, 0.02) 0.019* 
Job hours -0.01 (-0.13, 0.10) 0.812 0.08 (-0.03, 0.19) 0.170 
WLQ-output demands** -0.41 (-0.50, -0.31) <0.001* -0.25 (-0.36, -0.14) <0.001* 
Pain -0.11 (-0.22, 0.01)  0.049* -0.14 (0.025, -0.02) 0.018* 
Self efficacy 0.29 (0.18, 0.39) <0.0001* 0.05 (-0.06, 0.16) 0.36 
Education -0.07 (-0.19, 0.04)  0.186 -0.04 (-0.16, 0.07) 0.482 
Job type     0.05 (-0.07, 0.16) 0.423 0.07 (-0.04, 0.19) 0.213 
Divergent validity        
Days missed in past 
month  
-0.17 (-0.28, -0.05)  0.004* -0.01 (-0.13, 0.10) 0.816 
Arthritis type -0.11 (-0.23, 0.004) 0.060 -0.05 (0.17, 0.06) 0.367 
Exploratory variables        
Fatigue -0.09 (-0.20, 0.02)  0.143 -0.13 (-0.24, -0.01) 0.028* 
Gender -0.06 (-0.18, 0.05) 0.270 0.07 (-0.04, 0.18) 0.224 
Ethnicity -0.03 (-0.14, 0.09) 0.649 -0.12 (-0.23, -0.004) 0.041* 
Stress -0.11 (-0.23, 0.01) 0.052* -0.08 (-0.19, 0.03) 0.15 
Job satisfaction 0.39 (0.29, 0.48) <0.0001* 0.11 (-0.01, 0.22) 0.06 
** Work Limitations Questionnaire  
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Figure 3.  Scatter plot of relative score to absolute score of the HPQ 
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Table 9.  Exploring scoring methods through regression 
Parameter 
(N=287)  
HPQ relative scoring method  
R-Squared = 0.1039 
HPQ absolute scoring method  
R-Squared = 0.3359 
  Parameter 
estimate  
P-value  Confidence 
interval 
Parameter 
estimate  
P-value  Confidence 
interval  
Age  0.002 0.231 (-0.001, 
0.005)  
0.249 0.005* (0.073, 
0.423) 
WLQ -0.00377 0.0006* (-0.005, -
0.002)  
-0.307 <.0001* (-0.410,-
0.204) 
Education  -0.05039 0.104 (-0.111, 
0.011)  
-3.353 0.025* (-6.281, -
0.424) 
HAQ -0.02709 0.466 (-0.100, 
0.046)  
-0.839 0.639 (-4.352, 
2.674) 
Job type -0.00847 0.844 (-0.093, 
0.076)  
1.332 0.521 (-2.755, 
5.421) 
Pain -0.00697 0.541 (-0.029, 
0.015) 
-0.155 0.776 (1.232, 
0.921)  
Self-
efficacy 
-0.01885 0.457 (-0.069, 
0.031)  
2.935 0.016* (0.537, 
5.332)  
Job hours  0.00144 0.290 (-0.001, 
0.004)  
-0.03550 0.588 (-0.164, 
0.093)  
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DISCUSSION 
 
 
The purpose of the dissertation was to critically explore how work functioning is 
measured for people with arthritis and rheumatological conditions. The first study of this 
dissertation looked at the methodical quality of the research supporting the psychometric 
properties of work functioning instruments among people with arthritis and 
rheumatological conditions. A systematic review was conducted and the COSMIN 
method was used to critically appraise the literature. The search identified 9 instruments 
and 16 papers examining their measurement properties. The critical appraisal revealed 
that the literature reporting on psychometric properties of work functioning instruments 
was highly variable and had low quality. None of the identified instruments had any 
strong quality evidence in supporting criterion validity or responsiveness.  Nevertheless, 
among the identified instruments, this systematic review found the WLQ and the WIS to 
have the strongest quality evidence supporting their use among people with arthritis and 
rheumatological conditions.  
The second study of this dissertation was aimed to test the construct validity of an 
instrument that has promise in measuring work performance for people with arthritis: the 
HPQ questionnaire. The HPQ has been used in the past decade consistently in 
occupational medicine studies to generate estimates of loss of work due to health 
conditions. The unique method of how work performance is approached and measured as 
a construct made it a strong option as an instrument for studies of work functioning for 
people with arthritis. Instead of questioning work task specifics and the difficulty 
performing them (as other instruments do), the HPQ questions the person’s work 
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performance using a global 0-10 scale and compares this performance to others who have 
a similar position at their job.  
For testing the construct validity of the HPQ in the second study of this 
dissertation, hypotheses were formulated based on identified risk factors of work 
disability and tested for convergence and divergence. The HPQ showed acceptable 
construct validity as the correlations of the tested hypotheses were as expected, although 
of a lower magnitude. This could be due to the fact that the construct of work 
performance as approached by the HPQ is different from other instruments (i.e. WLQ, 
which approaches work functioning through measurement of difficulties in performing of 
work tasks due to a health condition). Nevertheless, further examination is needed to 
understand measurement of the construct of work performance, as validity evaluation is 
an ongoing process.  
Future directions  
Based on this dissertation, there are a number of future directions that could 
enhance the field of work outcomes for people with arthritis and rheumatological 
conditions. First, the quality of the literature examining the psychometric properties of 
work functioning assessments was very variable and mainly of low quality. This finding 
indicates the need for improvement in how this type of evidence is reported in the 
literature. Investigators are encouraged to use published guidelines to enhance the quality 
of reporting their findings (i.e. COSMIN guidelines). Second, since employment and 
work functioning are rather complicated constructs to measure, researchers and clinicians 
are advised to consider more than just the validity and reliability of instruments, this 
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includes the understanding of how well the instrument selection matches what is expected 
from a study. For example, intervention studies addressing work functioning should 
consider how change is expected to happen, and how will that change be identified and 
meaningful. Unfortunately, the majority of the intervention studies in the field of arthritis 
and work functioning use instruments that lack and evidence of responsiveness and 
change detection overtime, this is very critical and should be addressed in future research 
through studying the responsiveness of existing instruments in the field. Third, specific 
psychometric properties of the HPQ need further exploration. The test-retest reliability of 
the HPQ needs investigation, in addition to responsiveness. Fourth, since there is no 
established gold standard of work functioning measurement, developing new instruments 
and reporting their psychometrics using guidelines such as COSMIN could help 
researchers select a reliable and valid instrument that could be used confidently to 
measure work functioning.   
The study of psychometric properties is critical in clinical and research settings. 
The need for good quality evidence and psychometrically sound instruments is crucial to 
the success of any research design as a poorly-constructed instrument or poor judgment 
in selecting an instrument may not show the impact of the best interventions or 
procedures. Knowledge could be lost or distorted regarding the true impact of 
interventions if low quality measurements continue to be used. This dissertation critically 
appraised the quality of the literature of work functioning and explored the construct 
validity of the HPQ, a potential instrument that could measure work functioning for 
people with arthritis. The findings suggest that high quality measurement research is still 
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needed. The HPQ may be another option for researchers seeking to measure work 
functioning of people with arthritis once further investigation of its psychometric 
properties has been completed.  
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